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A Little Night Magic

PRE-DAWN: CONVERGENCE POINT

NEAR THE CRIMSON GEM HOTEL

We start on the dark starry sky with an almost full moon 
and we pan down at this hilltop resort hotel. Fairly good 
looking hotel that has an almost sprawling nature to it. It 
has lots of open areas in split levels, quite naturalistic 
in it’s design although almost archaic - like it’s been 
around forever, open air walkways yet covered enough so 
that you don’t get splashed if it rains.

Wider than taller, capable of lots of nature activities in 
its surrounding areas, bubbling stream, waterfalls, natural 
lakes nearby for dipping, boating but not fishing. There’s 
obviously some kind of forest reserve nearby for that “back 
to nature” experience. Perhaps there are animals but most 
likely none of the overly dangerous type.

In the dark of the night, the hotel glows lightly, not to 
bright to illuminate its surrounding areas although there 
are a few spotlights in strategic locations. Sounds of the 
insect night life are winding down.

On his way to work (very early bird?), Crichton (in a track 
suit type outfit) follows his well-trod path along the 
forest reserve. It’s a brisk 20 minute walk uphill. There 
are some low electrical stick lamps about knee high along 
the path to light the way.

He hears as struggling scuffle just off the path and barely 
notices the fracas going on just into the tree line. He can 
just about make out the shapes of some people fighting, a 
young man who appears to be under attack by some people in 
strange masks (there's little light from the almost full 
moon).

Crichton quickly resolves to get involve and help out the 
young man who was obviously outnumbered but putting up a 
good fight. Crichton’s attempts are more like blunders, 
it's obvious he's never been in a fight. Consequently he 
proves enough of a distraction to the “masked people” that 
the younger man is able to fight back enough. He grabs what 
looks like a staff off the ground and puts up a hard fight, 
even with Crichton seemingly in the way.

The “masked beings” decide to retreat into the darkness of 
the trees. Crichton tries to catch his breath, there’s some 
blood on his arm. The young man is barely stable on his 
feet and looks positively exhausted.

Crichton quickly grabs a hold of the young man when he 
looks like he’s about to collapse.



CRICHTON
C’mon, fella... you’ve got to 
help me out a bit here.

He helps the young man on his feet and they slowly make 
their way back to the hotel.

EXT: THE CRIMSON HOTEL

VERY EARLY IN THE MORNING - ABOUT SIX AM - AS THE SUN RISES

CUT TO:

INT: CRICHTON’S OFFICE

The young man is asleep on a couch in Crichton's office. A 
young lady - who might be a nurse with a first aid kit is 
leaving the room.

INT: ADJOINING OFFICE

 Crichton, having had a quick shower and a change of attire 
- now pretty much business casual, is in the next room 
(outside of his office) talking with the hotel's Security 
officer, John Knight, and some police - trying his best to 
describe the masks.

CRICHTON
Probably the most grotesque 
Halloween masks I've ever seen 
and believe me, I've pretty much 
seen them all, Officer Toll

OFFICER BILL
yes, I'm sure you have, 
considering how often you’ve been 
putting on those freaky shows you 
do here..

CRICHTON
hey, now...

JOHN KNIGHT
look, officer... If the incident 
took place where and when 
Crichton said it did, then 
getting a positive description of 
those masks would be difficult 
due to the lighting in that area.
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OFFICER BILL
well, we do have officers going 
over the area now, Mr. Knight,  
and we could always drop by there 
later.
I need more information on your 
young friend in there and just 
why he was attacked.

John passes a glance at the young lady passing them and she 
shakes her head.

JOHN KNIGHT
probably not right now but as 
head of security around here, I 
assure you, you will get your 
chance. I could do with some 
answers myself 

(he glares over at 
Crichton as he says 
this)

The young man didn’t have any 
identification and I doubt very 
much that he’s a guest here at 
the hotel. i do have people 
looking this up and will keep you 
informed officer

John gestures Officer William towards the door out.

JOHN KNIGHT (CONT’D)
shall we check out the “crime 
scene”?

OFFICER BILL
why not?

(to Crichton)
and you’re coming along.

CRICHTON
(pointing towards the 
other room)

what about him?

JOHN KNIGHT
doubt he’s going anywhere for now 
anyway. I’ll get someone posted 
here.

DAY: CONVERGENCE POINT

Officer Bill is leading the way downhill from the hotel 
closely followed by John Knight and Crichton. 

Along the way, Officer Bill notes that the lights along the 
pavement are only knee high and covered - not likely to 
lighten up anyone’s face clearly.
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On site, Officer Ted is coordinating the canvassing of the 
area.

CRICHTON
I usually head in early to make 
use of the gym before breakfast. 
My place is a little further down 
the road so a walk is pretty much 
a warm-up.

JOHN KNIGHT
We can verify this habit of 
Crichton’s. He’s not necessarily 
consistent as you can see from 
the shape he’s in -

CRICHTON
hey-!

OFFICER BILL
(to Crichton)

Is it your habit to get involved 
with scuffles? It’s not a common 
occurrence in this town and 
considering you look like you do, 
I'd say you’re more likely to 
avoid trouble than to seek it 
out.

CRICHTON
I guess... I suppose it was just 
one of those moments. Maybe it 
was just a little too early in 
the morning to think about it 
clearly enough to avoid the 
situation.

JOHN KNIGHT
I’m sure Crichton did what anyone 
else would have done when seeing 
one kid being set upon by a bunch 
of thugs.

Crichton winces at the thought.

CRICHTON
I’m really no hero.

OFFICER BILL
Obviously.

The small group arrive at Officer Ted’s location

OFFICER BILL (CONT’D)
What have we got here, Ted?
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OFFICER TED
Hey, Will...
Uhm.., Not too much. We do have 
signs of a struggle by the way 
some of these plants got trampled 
but there’s not much in the way 
of prints or anything else.
The stranger thing is that we 
tracked back the trail from which 
these people apparently came 
from.

OFFICER BILL
what?

OFFICER TED
Oh,- uhm.., We found a trail of 
sorts which shows a group of 
people coming thru the bushes 
here... The strange thing is that 
it looks like it started in the 
middle of nowhere.

OFFICER BILL
meaning..?

OFFICER TED
meaning that it looks like these 
guys just appeared from that spot 
out of thick air.

JOHN KNIGHT
“thick”??
“air”???

OFFICER TED
Yeah, this is a forest reserve, 
so there would be heavy 
condensation early in the morning 
- hence “thick air”

Everybody is now looking at Ted incredulously

OFFICER TED (CONT’D)
It sounds better than the oft-
used “appearing out of thin air”

Officer Bill pulls Officer Ted closer and mutters...

OFFICER BILL
Ted, you’re a cop here.
Leave the geek at home next time, 
okay?

... and let’s him go looking sheepishly.

OFFICER BILL (CONT’D)
What else you got?
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OFFICER TED
Uhmm... we’re still looking 
around but it looks like the 
perpetrators were heading off 
into town.

CRICHTON
Uh, yeah... they kinda ran off in 
that direction.

(he points downhill)
but it was pretty dark at that 
time. I didn’t see exactly where 
they went.

OFFICER BILL
Your place is down there..?

CRICHTON
Uh-huh

OFFICER BILL
Anyone there who might have been 
awake to see anything passing by?

CRICHTON
I live alone and it’s a small 
place.

JOHN KNIGHT
Very small.
With very nice coffee, which I 
could do with.

CRICHTON
Leech.

OFFICER BILL
What?

CRICHTON
He always stops by for coffee on 
his way back from work. Even when 
there’s nothing to talk about.

(to John)
You’re not getting any tonight.

JOHN KNIGHT
(rubbing his hands 
together)

Right...
Officers, would you care for some 
coffee in Crichton’s humble 
abode?

OFFICER BILL
Maybe a neighbor saw something or 
other.
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OFFICER TED
I don’t mind some coffee - it’s 
been pretty cold and damp out 
here.

JOHN KNIGHT
Get that brewer going, man...

CRICHTON
Leech!

Officer Ted turns to a nearby Sargent to leave him 
instructions as Crichton leads the way with Jack Knight and 
Officer Bill following behind him. Officer Ted quickly 
tries to catch up to the rest as Crichton is talking to 
John

CRICHTON (CONT’D)
(to John Knight)

Make sure you call Rebecca and 
brief her.
Did you get a guard posted at my 
room?

JOHN KNIGHT
Oh crap... I’ll call from your 
place.

EXT: CRICHTON’S HOME

From the outside, Crichton’s home is a single story and 
small - medium shack type building. It looks a little run-
down but also solid. It has a small ring of bushes with 
flowers growing quite close to the walls and it looks like 
they have been tended to and cared for. Definitely a 
woman’s touch here... or maybe a hired gardener but from 
the looks of it, that’s not likely.

His home is a corner lot. There is something of a picket 
fence along the perimeter next to the road which separates 
the housing area and the forest reserve (which has low 
chain link fence with a gate).

As they come through the gate, Officer Bill points towards 
a section of the chain link fence that appears to have been 
trampled lightly, like someone really heavy climbed over it 
or maybe crashed into it after running downhill a little 
too fast and straight into the fence.

That little group of four cautiously cross the road and 
head towards Crichton’s home.

The next house is only a couple of yards away, looking much 
better.
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As they approach, Crichton get his key out but then notices 
that his door is already open. Someone was inside. His 
slight apprehension is noticed by Officer Bill who gestures 
Crichton to step back. With his hand on his gun (still in 
its holster), Officer Bill opens the door carefully.

INT: CRICHTON’S HOME 

Nicely furbished, not too fancy but adequate. A lot of 
stuff looks like it’s a little second hand (probably 
Crichton is not making as much as he would like or he’s 
really prudent - or perhaps he’s grabbing some old stock 
from the hotel). There’s a nice and large print of a Blake 
painting on one wall and a print by Goya on another wall.

Cautiously entering the house is Officer Bill followed by 
Officer Ted, John Knight and Crichton bringing up the rear

OFFICER BILL
(quietly)

Nice place...

The moment he says it, a clatter comes from the kitchen - 
like a pot tapping against a pan.

Officer Bill pulls his gun out of its holster but keeps it 
down by his side, making sure his finger is NOT on the 
trigger. He doesn't want to have any cases of the gun going 
off accidentally.

OFFICER BILL (CONT’D)
(out loud)

This is the police!

A girl’s voice come out from the kitchen (It’s Terry)

TERRY
Okay... okay...
I’m coming out...

CRICHTON
Terry?

TERRY
yeah..?

And she cautiously comes out of the kitchen, hands up, with 
a frying pan in hand. It’s a meek entrance for the 
character.

OFFICER BILL
(to Crichton)

You know her?

And he re-holsters the gun and clips it back in place.
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CRICHTON
Yeah - she’s a friend.

He moves over to give her a hug.

OFFICER BILL
You said you lived alone.

CRICHTON
Well, she has a set of keys.

TERRY
(extending her hand to 
Officer Bill)

Hi - I’m Terry

OFFICER BILL
(taking the frying pan 
from her hand before 
shaking it)

Toll.. uhmm.. William Toll. 
That’s my partner over there, Ted 
Daniels.

Officer Bill hands the frying pan back to her.

OFFICER TED
Your dad runs the local gun shop, 
right? I think I’ve seen you 
there before.

TERRY
(a short wave at Officer 
Ted)

Hi...
(then to John)

Hey, John...

JOHN KNIGHT
Terry...

OFFICER BILL
uhm, ma’am - what exactly were 
you doing here?

TERRY
uh... breakfast?

CUT TO:

INT: CRICHTON’S OFFICE

The young man, Colin, awakens alone.  Obviously, no 
security guard has been appointed yet. 
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Finding no one around, he cautiously leaves the office 
seemingly a little more than sensitively aware of his 
surroundings (after all, he IS a stranger in a strange 
land)

CUT TO:

INT: CRICHTON’S KITCHEN

Everybody’s got a cup of coffee, the coffee maker is still 
going - so there’s enough for another round.  Crichton is 
standing next to Terry as she is relating an earlier 
experience.

TERRY
A little early for Halloween but 
come to think of it, they were a 
tad too realistic for simple 
rubber masks. I mean I hang 
around at the hotel when they 
have those kind of shows so I've 
seen some of those masks of 
varying quality... but these must 
have been some kind of top of the 
line models or someone must have 
had a kind of love for making 
these things.

Ted is taking notes on his note pad (the old fashioned 
kind). 

OFFICER BILL
ma’am..

TERRY
Yeh, there were three of them 
heading down Pine, so if there’s 
no promotion of this kind going 
on for the new show, then that’s 
the only weird thing I've seen 
all morning. 

(to Crichton)
Aside from you coming home early 
with a pair of cops with you.

OFFICER BILL
Did you manage to get a good 
enough look to give our artist a 
description?

TERRY
Probably, but being the grotesque 
mess that they were, I may not be 
able to find the words to help 
your artist draw it out.
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JOHN KNIGHT
Besides, given our little town’s 
population, i think “grotesque” 
should be enough to cover it.

OFFICER BILL
sure, we could just put out a 
notice for people to call in any 
‘grotesque’ strangers they might 
see on the roads. We’d be picking 
up every little hobo or tramp 
that may look a little funny to 
any local resident.

TERRY
okay, okay...
I’ll give your artist a shot but 
don’t blame me if we don’t get 
any actual graphics in the end.

JOHN KNIGHT
Jeez, Terry, you didn’t have to 
give in so fast.

Everyone looks at him.

JOHN KNIGHT (CONT’D)
i mean, we just got started on 
the coffee.

CRICHTON
I’ll get the thermos. We should 
be getting back to the hotel 
anyway...
- which reminds me, you were 
supposed to call them to post a 
guard at my room

JOHN KNIGHT
oh, crap...
Where’s the phone.

CUT TO:

HOTEL’S WALKWAYS

Colin is carefully trying to navigate the corridors of the 
hotel’s lower grounds, moving out from Crichton’s office.

We see him coming thru a door into the open air corridor 
(the offices are mostly located one floor below the normal 
ground floor - but above the underground parking). He’s a 
stranger in a strange world and it shows as he is very 
cautious with his movements, acutely aware of his 
surroundings.

(Note: more about the hotel’s structure.
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There are up to five sub levels in the hotel. Guests 
normally arrive at what is regarded as the ground floor - 
reception, lobby, lounge, public relations and some upper 
management offices, recreation areas including three types 
of swimming pools - a rectangular type pool which is 
probably half an Olympic size, a leisure pool comprising of 
three circular designs that has a bar in the middle and a 
lagoon shaped pool that’s adorned with slides, rock like 
structures and a small waterfall.

 A Main Hall like auditorium where most shows are held is 
located in an annexed area which is connected to the main 
building by several corridors from sub level one, which is 
still an open area atmosphere. It also has the main offices 
(including the main security station), some shop lots for 
professional services (like a tailor, a hairdresser, etc) 
and a restaurant while there are two more restaurants (of 
various tastes) and two meeting rooms for large functions 
on the first floor.

Sub Level Two  has a large auditorium and the parking lot 
begins. 

Sub Level Three has the laundry and main Housekeeping  
facilities as well as more parking lots while Sub Level 
Four and Sub Level Five are mostly parking lots with a few 
more departments taking up a little space, like the in-
house art department which work with Crichton on his 
events.

Also on Level one is a fitness center / gymnasium while on 
Level Two has several meeting rooms and auditoriums for 
medium sized functions.)

Navigating his way thru the corridors of the ground floor, 
Colin tries to avoid meeting people as best as he can.  So 
when he sees a lady approaching him, he turns down another 
corridor but then pauses when he sees three strange beings.

 Almost human-like in their appearance but ape-like in 
their gait due to their grotesque physique. They are not 
very large - in fact, almost similar in height to the young 
Colin, and they’re dressed in rag-like coarse cloth - 
almost like Mexican cloaks.

Colin regards them cautiously and decides to turn back to 
the other corridor but bumps straight into the lady he was 
trying to avoid in the first place - the hotel’s assistant 
manager, Rebecca Weisz - who let’s out a bit of a surprised 
yelp.

She then notices the strangely dressed creatures and...
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REBECCA 
you people know you're not 
supposed to be wearing those 
hideous costumes outside the 
theatre hall. I will not tolerate 
our guests being frightened off. 
For the life of me, I don't know 
why Crichton can't stick to a 
normal performing troupe instead 
of some Halloween side show.

Rebecca shoos them off and they turn back down the corridor 
they came from. (these creatures are of the night and hence 
are much more reserved about attacking in daylight unless 
necessary. If it was darker, however, it may have been a 
much different situation) She watches them ramble away 
briefly and then turns to the young man who does appear a 
little shaken.

REBECCA (CONT’D)
Please, allow me to compensate 
you sir.

...And she gestures towards the nearby lounge, to which 
they proceed to together.

REBECCA (CONT’D)
Perhaps  a ticket or two for 
tonight’s presentation. I 
understand that Mr. Black is a 
magician of some regard, even if 
i may not approve of some of his 
make-up work.
What room would i send the 
tickets to?

OUTSIDE THE HOTEL’S THEATRE HALL / AUDITORIUM

There’s a sign outside that is showcasing the star 
attraction, a magician named SIMON BLACK. We have a 
publicity shot on the promotional posters which reflect the 
more mysterious aspects of his act. 

INT.  AUDITORIUM

Fairly large on the inside, easily capable of seating up to 
750 patrons in a theatre styled layout including a 
mezzanine.

The portion towards the front have up to 15 dining tables 
(dinner and a show type of thing)  which is separated from 
the stage by a band area.  There is a walkway right down 
the middle of the auditorium which would allow a person to 
actually make his way from the stage right up to the main 
entrances. 
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On the raised stage is the star attraction himself, Simon 
Black and he’s going thru the set preparations alone for 
the show later that evening. Getting a feel for the stage 
and he’s practising a move across a small portion of the 
stage with a sword when he somehow senses something is 
wrong in the auditorium hall.

 He turns and faces the three strange creatures that have 
entered the auditorium to get away from the daylight (yes, 
we now realize that they aren't masked)

Simon carefully regards them as they start hooting and 
screeching.

INT: CRICHTON’S HOME

LIVING ROOM

John Knight is on the phone in the living room.

JOHN KNIGHT
...make sure that he knows to 
call us if that kid wakes up.

You’re kidding...
How many reports so far?

No, I’m not too worried about the 
boss finding out, he knows 
better. It’s Ms. Weisz I’m more 
worried about. It’s all image 
with her.

JOHN KNIGHT (CONT’D)
What?!
She’s there? Now??

uh.. Okay.. Put her on.

INT.  KITCHEN 

Terry is pouring the coffee into a thermos.

TERRY
Thing is, it just never really 
occurred to me that they were any 
real creatures or anything. Sure 
they did put some heebie-jeebies 
into me and all but it was like, 
moments later... 
y’know... “cool make-up” - what 
with that new magician starting 
up at the hotel tonight and all.
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OFFICER TED
Oh, yeah... That Simon Black. 
He’s starting tonight. 
He’s really good, a proponent of 
black magics. One of the best, 
even some would say it’s really 
no act and he’s some kind of 
warlock, for real.
Wonder if there’ll still be 
tickets.

CRICHTON
Mmm... Yeah, there’re still some 
seats nearer the back of the 
hall, if i remember correctly. 

OFFICER TED
Dang... Closer to the stage is 
better.

CRICHTON
All the table seats are sold out 
already, and i doubt you’d afford 
them on your salary.
As much as Rebecca would normally 
despise these magicians, it’s 
good business for the hotel and 
she knows it. 

OFFICER BILL
And Rebecca is...?

CRICHTON
Oh-, she’s the hotel’s second in 
command. Very business savvy but 
over worries on image. Tough 
lady.

OFFICER BILL
And she despises these shows?

CRICHTON
Yeah, I mean... It’s all 
showmanship, right? The glamour 
of the dark side, the mystery of 
black magic. From my point of 
view, it’s all showmanship and 
it’s thrilling.

OFFICER TED
Yeah...

CRICHTON
It’s exciting stuff.

OFFICER TED
So true.
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CRICHTON
It’s practically hypnotic...

OFFICER TED
Ab-so-freaking-lutely!

CRICHTON 
And it makes people like Ted 
here, begging for more.

OFFICER TED
Hear, hear.

TERRY
But from Rebecca’s point of 
view...

CRICHTON
Yeah... Sorry...
From Rebecca’s point of view, she 
takes that ‘hypnotic’ thing a bit 
more seriously and thinks it’s 
more like ‘brainwashing’, y’know?

TERRY
Kinda like...
People whispering all over the 
place, “hey, you hear about that 
hotel? They have to brainwash 
their guests to stay longer...”
That sort of thing.

OFFICER BILL
- And i see by the way your 
little ‘casa’ is decorated, 
you’re into this bit of the dark 
world yourself.

TERRY
Oh, he fancies himself the 
regular amateur magician.

CRICHTON
More like a hobby...
some people fancy cars, some read 
about swords, some no-lifers 
expound the philosophies of Star 
Trek or Babylon Five.

OFFICER TED
Hey..!!!

CRICHTON
Sorry, man...
I’m just like them, except my 
interests are in this, the world 
of magical arts. 
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Not so much the stage magic, per 
se, but the science and art 
behind them.

TERRY
And getting them magicians up 
here for performances is his way 
of bringing the research to 
himself instead of going out into 
the big bad world.

JOHN KNIGHT pops his head into the kitchen and...

JOHN KNIGHT
Big bad world and big bad lady is 
calling. Apparently, our guest 
got up and about already.
Guess who he ran into?

TERRY
Oh, boy...

JOHN KNIGHT
She’s waiting for us, so we’ve 
gotta get back there already.

OFFICER BILL
(to TERRY)

- and we need to get you to the 
sketch artist.

CRICHTON grabs the thermos from the counter and tosses it 
to JOHN KNIGHT.

CRICHTON
That’s your coffee for tonight. 
No more...

JOHN KNIGHT
Cool beans, Java Joe.
Let’s go.

CRICHTON
You leaching hobo.

-AND, they leave. TERRY with the cops, JOHN KNIGHT and 
CRICHTON... Apparently needed to call a cab, since they all 
hiked down from the hotel.
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